Open Kurve by pressing on the silver ring and rotating to engage multi-cam locking system.
Place Yoke Mount on Baby or Junior Stand.
Close and lock Yoke Mount.
The Kurve has two Focus Tubes, one is a hollow tube with a baby-pin attachment for use with any light source.

The other contains high voltage leads specifically for use with Joker 1600 and Joker 800.
Make sure to remove the protective plug before inserting Focus Tube.
This is done by squeezing the spring release.
Insert Focus Tube into the Kurve from the back by squeezing the spring release.
Install Joker Head to the back of the Focus Tube.
Lock head in place with existing knob on Joker fixture.
Note that one cut out on the locking hub is larger than the other two, allowing for full tightening of knob.
In addition, rotate the Locking Ring on the Focus Tube to apply pressure to the wave springs. This gives horizontal pressure ensuring optimal locking within the Joker socket.
Install Lamp onto the end of the Focus Tube.

Make sure to press Lamp in as far as possible, and silicone wraps around the Lamp base. Failure to do so will cause Lamp arc during strike and unit will not fire.
Install Pyrex Protection Shield by screwing onto the Teflon threads.
Install Counter Light Reflector, if necessary.
Install Diffusion, if necessary.